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Summary

Herein, we report ternary organic solar cells with a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 14.0%. By incorporating 10 wt% of BIT-4F-T in the PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F blend, we obtain an enhancement of all photovoltaic parameters compared to the binary devices leading to a 15% performance improvement in ternary blend. The high photocurrent in 10% BIT-4F-T blend, results from a complementary absorption profile of donor components and a hole transfer from BIT-4F-T to PTB7-Th. Morphological and device characterizations reveal that the addition of 10% BIT-4F-T acts not only as a sensitizer but also as a solid processing-aid, which is beneficial for charge generation and transport. The effect of the third component is observed in different non-fullerene and fullerene OSCs. Our study demonstrates that careful selection of a third component, where dual sensitizing and processing-aid effects are observed, can be a design strategy to achieve a concomitant improvement in all photovoltaic parameters.
Introduction

The development of bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells (OSCs) has set a new horizon with newly emerged small molecule acceptors (SMAs) that are not fullerene derivatives. SMAs based solar cells have been proven to outperform devices based on fullerene derivatives (such as PC$_{61}$BM, PC$_{71}$BM or ICBA), $^{1-4}$ owing to the tunable absorption range of SMAs with band gap engineering and low non-radiative recombination.$^{5-8}$ Along with interface engineering where fill factor (FF) values reached up to 80%, record power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 14% have been achieved in single junction binary BHJ devices.$^{9-11}$ Recently, a low band gap small molecule acceptor consisting of indacenodithiophene (IDT) core flanked with fluorinated 2-(3-oxo-2,3-dihydroinden-1-ylidene)malononitrile, IEICO-4F (1.25 eV), has shown a short-circuit current ($J_{sc}$) of up to 27 mA cm$^{-2}$ in OSCs with commonly known donor PTB7-Th. This shows the potential of SMAs to achieve an ultra-high photocurrent and thus, it motivates the OPV field to improve the remaining photovoltaic parameters to further boost their performance.$^{12-14}$

Between the strategies to further improve the PCE of BHJ-OSCs, e. g. tandem architectures,$^{15}$ the addition of a third component is proven to be a promising method because of the easy fabrication in a single junction architecture.$^{16-19}$ The third component (i.e. either a second donor D$_2$, or a second acceptor A$_2$) is used in minority amounts compared to the existing binary donor:acceptor (D$_1$:A$_1$) materials to form a ternary mixture. Depending on the photon harvesting capabilities, this third component (can be a small molecule or polymer) can sensitize a different part of the solar spectrum compared to the binary D$_1$:A$_1$, which then contributes to the photocurrent, or can be energetically aligned to improve the open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) in the ternary devices.$^{20}$ Carefully selecting and incorporating a third component can also improve the solid-state morphology of the binary components, and thus, act as a processing-aid; this strategy has been shown in previous reports to benefit FF.$^{21,22}$ Although it
is relatively easy to select a third component which satisfies one of these two criteria; the formation of optimal nano-morphology and subsequent improvement of all photovoltaic parameters is non-trivial.

In this work, we report a general design strategy for ternary solar cells where the third component simultaneously improves all the photovoltaic parameters as compared to their binary counterparts. A small molecule donor consisting of IDT core coupled with thiophene and difluorobenzothiadiazole, BIT-4F-T, has been carefully chosen as a third component into PTB7-Th binary blends with numerous acceptors with a number of reasons: 1) BIT-4F-T has a deeper ionization potential (IP) level than that of PTB7-Th (used as donor in this study for binary devices), allowing \( V_{oc} \) modulation; 2) in fullerene binary solar cells, using BIT-4F-T has shown to suppress geminate recombination; and 3) it possesses a semi-crystalline nature compared to PTB7-Th, which is proven to be useful in improving the molecular packing of the donor PTB7-Th in the ternary system and thus, BIT-4F-T aids the processing for an optimal nanomorphology. Indeed, grazing incidence wide-angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS) patterns show that the optimal content of BIT-4F-T (10 wt%) in PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F binary blend acts as a solid processing-aid that not only decreases the \( \pi-\pi \) stacking distance of PTB7-Th, but also increases the alkyl stacking coherence length of PTB7-Th when compared to its binary counterpart and thus, improves the overall nanoscale morphology. Furthermore, adding 10 wt% BIT-4F-T sensitizes photons in the range of 400 nm to 600 nm, facilitates more efficient charge generation and extraction, and reduces both the geminate and non-geminate recombination. Finally, \( V_{oc} \) of the ternary devices improved gradually upon addition of BIT-4F-T due to an IP shift in the blend films. All these improvements yield a \( J_{sc} \) of 27.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\), FF of 70.9 % and a \( V_{oc} \) of 723 mV in the best devices with a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 14.0 %, where concomitant improvement in photovoltaic parameters is observed compared to its binary counterparts. A series of ternary devices with BIT-4F-T were also fabricated with different SMAs including IEICO-4Cl, IEICO and
fullerene derivative PC$_{71}$BM showed a similar trend, suggesting a good generality with this third component for efficient ternary devices.

**Results and Discussion**

To investigate the photovoltaic performance of the ternary blends, the OSC devices are constructed in inverted architecture with ITO/ZnO(~35 nm)/Active Layer (~150 nm)/MoO$_x$(~7 nm)/Ag(~100 nm) (Figure 1a). Figure 1b and c show the chemical structures of the materials and their respective normalized absorbance profiles. As depicted from Figure 1c, BIT-4F-T, PTB7-Th and IEICO-4F has an absorption range from 350 nm to 1000 nm, demonstrating the potential for harvesting more photons compared with PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F binary films.\(^{27}\) Moreover, the optimized ternary blend films exhibit a higher absorption strength than that of the binary system, suggesting improved nanoscale morphology which can be translated as photocurrent (Figure 2a).\(^{28,29}\)

Table 1. Key photovoltaic parameters of binary PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F (0% BIT-4F-T) and ternary PTB7-Th:BIT-4F-T:IEICO-4F (0.9:0.1:1, 10% BIT-4F-T) and PTB7-Th:BIT-4F-T:IEICO-4F (20% BIT-4F-T), extracted from the J-V curves at 100 mW cm$^{-2}$ illumination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blend Film</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (mV)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
<th>Ave PCE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0% BIT-4F-T</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% BIT-4F-T</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% BIT-4F-T(^b)</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% BIT-4F-T</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\): Average values obtained from 30 devices. \(^b\): using conventional architecture with the layer stack of ITO/PEDOT:PSS:WO$_x$/Active layer/DPO/Ag.
Figure 2b depicts the current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F and PTB7-Th:BIT-4F:T:IEICO-4F devices under simulated AM 1.5G solar irradiance (100 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) and Table 1 summarizes the key photovoltaic parameters of the corresponding photovoltaic devices. Binary PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F (called 0% BIT-4F-T in this work) devices yield a PCE of 12.4% with the \(J_{sc}\) of 26.7 mA cm\(^{-2}\), \(V_{oc}\) of 713 mV and FF of 65.1%, similar to the previously reported performance.\(^{13}\) Interestingly, the PTB7-Th:BIT-4F-T:IEICO-4F (0.9:0.1:1, called 10% BIT-4F-T in this work) ternary device exhibits the champion performance with concomitant increase in all the PV parameters up to 27.4 mA cm\(^{-2}\), \(J_{sc}\), 720 mV \(V_{oc}\) and a FF of 69.2% with efficiency of 13.7%. However, further increasing the amount of the third component (0.8:0.2:1, called 20% BIT-4F-T in this work), more details of the different ratios are depicted in Figure S1a and Table S1, in fact, results in a decrease of \(J_{sc}\) and FF, while \(V_{oc}\) is slightly increased. In order to explain the increase in \(V_{oc}\) as a function of BIT-4F-T addition, we carried out photoelectron spectroscopy in air (PESA) measurements, where the IP of the two donor mixtures were tracked (Figure S2).\(^{30}\) We observed that the IP of the donor blend is shifted to a higher energy values (shifted down), which is in line with the increasing \(V_{oc}\) in ternary devices upon BIT-4F-T addition.\(^{30,31}\)

Recently, Zhou and co-workers reported that mixing tungsten oxide (WO\(_x\)) nanoparticles with PEDOT:PSS emulsion as a hybrid hole-transporting layer (HTL) is an efficient strategy to significantly improve the FF in organic solar cells.\(^{11}\) To further enhance our ternary device performance, we utilized this hybrid HTL composites (PEDOT:PSS:WO\(_x\), 1:1 volume ratio) to construct the normal device configuration of ITO/HTL (~40 nm)/Active layer(~150 nm)/phenyl(2-naphthyl)diphenylphosphine oxide (DPO) (~5 nm)/Ag(~100 nm), where DPO is the cathode modification layer.\(^{32}\) As shown in Figure S3, Table 1 and Table S2, benefiting from the advantages of PEDOT:PSS:WO\(_x\) HTL, the best PCE of 10% BIT-4F-T ternary blend devices is up to 14.0% with the modified HTL, along with a 27.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\) \(J_{sc}\), 723 mV \(V_{oc}\) and 70.9% FF, an enhancement of 15% in comparison with the binary blend.
The PCE distribution from 30 devices (from different fabrication batches) for binary and ternary devices is represented in Figure S4, represents a good reproducibility of this ternary system.

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements are performed to study the light-to-current conversion of binary and ternary devices. The integrated $J_{sc}$ values from the EQE traces matches the current densities extracted from the $J$-$V$ curves with a margin of less than 10%. As shown in Figure 2c, 10% BIT-4F-T ternary devices depict slightly higher EQE compared to the binary devices, whereas higher loading of BIT-4F-T decreases the photocurrent (Figure S1b). To verify our high photocurrent, we calculated the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) for binary and ternary blends. A maximum IQE value of over 90% was observed between 600–620 nm in both the binary and ternary systems. (Figure S5b). We clearly observe that IQE is higher in the ternary system, especially in the spectral region where IEICO-4F absorbs, demonstrating that the orientation/nanostructure of IEICO-4F is also improved upon addition of BIT-4F-T. These findings are consistent with the results from the GIWAXS characterization (discussed below), suggesting more efficient photon-to-charge carrier conversion and carrier collection at the electrodes for the ternary devices.

The different light-to-photon conversion capabilities of ternary devices are displayed in Figure 2d, by taking the ΔEQE (defined as $EQE_{ternary} - EQE_{binary}$), 33–35 into account. In this representation, we can clearly see the contribution of 10% BIT-4F-T to current generation at ~ 400 nm and between 500-600 nm, which is due to the charge transfer from BIT-4F-T to PTB7-Th. To verify this hole transfer, we fabricated hole-only bilayer devices with a configuration of ITO/PEDOT/BIT-4F-T/PTB7-Th/MoO$_x$/Ag (Figure 3a). This method has proven particularly useful for revealing the electronic processes in ternary blends, without the need of ultra-fast techniques, such as transient absorption spectroscopy. 15,21 The asymmetric behaviour of the corresponding $J$-$V$ curve demonstrates a hole transfer occurs from BIT-4F-T to PTB7-Th, which is in line with the energetic levels where the IP of BIT-4F-T lies lower.
than that of PTB7-Th (Figure S6), with the enhanced light to current conversion in the 500-600 nm range. However, this process would not be the sole reason for the increase in EQE over the whole region as shown in Figure 2d. BIT-4F-T also facilitates an optimal nanoscale morphology, which is in agreement with the absorbance profiles and the enhanced EQE in the 650-1000 nm (discussed in the following section).\(^{36}\)

To get a deeper insight into the recombination and transport processes in binary and ternary devices, we investigate the J-V curves as a function of light intensity to obtain initial information on the non-geminate recombination (bimolecular and trap-assisted recombination). In general, a slope of \(kT/q\) is expected for bimolecular recombination (where \(k\) is Boltzmann constant, \(q\) is elementary charge and \(T\) is temperature) in the plot of \(V_{oc}\) versus the natural logarithm of the light intensity.\(^{13,37}\) Differently, a signature of trap assisted recombination is pronounced by an enhanced dependence of \(V_{oc}\) with light intensity (2 \(kT/q\)).

As shown in Figure 3b, PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F binary device (0% of BIT-4F-T) delivers a slope of 1.26 \(kT/q\), suggesting a deviation from the linearity originated from traps.\(^{13}\) The trap assisted recombination is drastically reduced upon addition of 10% of BIT-4F-T (slope 1.09 \(kT/q\)), in agreement with the higher FF and better performance obtained in the ternary device.

On the other hand, higher loading of BIT-4F-T (more than 10%) have a detrimental effect on charge recombination, depicted by a higher deviation from the linearity (slope 1.30 \(kT/q\)).\(^{12}\) Reduced trap-assisted recombination in 10% BIT-4F-T devices should facilitate the charge dynamics of the binary system. To demonstrate that, the photocurrent density \((J_{ph})\) as a function of the effective voltage \((V_{eff})\) are plotted in Figure 3c.\(^{38}\) In this figure, \(J_{ph}\) is defined as \(J_{ph} = J_L - J_D\), where \(J_L\) and \(J_D\) are the current density measured in the light and in the dark, respectively, whereas \(V_{eff}\) is given by \(V_{eff} = V_0 - V\), where \(V_0\) and \(V\) are the displacement and applied voltage, respectively. In 10% ternary device, \(J_{ph}\) quickly saturates around \(V_{eff} \approx 0.3\) V, whereas both binary and 20% ternary devices depict a stronger field-dependent extraction. It
is worth to mention that in the extraction condition, in which we assume that all the photo-generated hole-electron pairs are dissociated into free charges and collected in their respective electrodes, the saturation current density \( J_{\text{sat}} \) is only limited by the absorbed photons. Therefore, calculating \( J_{\text{sat}} \) allows the estimation of the maximum rate of free charge carrier generation \( (G_{\text{max}}) \) according to the equation: \( J_{\text{sat}} = G_{\text{max}} q L \), where \( q \) and \( L \) are the elementary charge and active layer thickness, respectively. We find \( G_{\text{max}} \) values of \( 1.58 \times 10^{22} \) cm\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\), \( 1.83 \times 10^{22} \) cm\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) and \( 1.29 \times 10^{22} \) cm\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) for 0\% (binary), 10\% and 20\% ternary devices, respectively; in line with the trend of \( J_{\text{sc}} \) values calculated.\(^{39,40}\) A similar trend is also observed when considering charge generation at maximum power point of the \( J-V \) curves \( (G_{\text{mpp}}) \) and in short-circuit condition \( (G_{\text{sc}}) \). The 10\% BIT-4F-T ternary device enhances both \( G_{\text{mpp}} \) (72\%) and \( G_{\text{sc}} \) (91\%) compared to that of binary \( (G_{\text{mpp}} = 62\% \) and \( G_{\text{sc}} = 89\% \) ) and 20\% ternary devices \( (G_{\text{mpp}} = 60\% \) and \( G_{\text{sc}} = 85\% \) ). These results further confirm that addition of 10\% of the third component facilitates charge dissociation and extraction, leading to enhanced FF and \( J_{\text{sc}} \) for ternary solar cells.\(^{41}\)

In parallel, we perform charge extraction (CE) measurements to understand the recombination mechanisms.\(^{42}\) This technique allows the calculation of the charge carrier density \( (n) \) by monitoring the evolution of charges from \( V_{\text{oc}} \) to \( J_{\text{sc}} \) conditions. As presented in Figure 3d, 10\% ternary device exhibits the highest charge density \( (n = 2.09 \times 10^{16} \) cm\(^3\)) compared to binary \( (n = 1.69 \times 10^{16} \) cm\(^3\) ) and 20\% ternary \( (n = 1.22 \times 10^{16} \) cm\(^3\) ) devices. The improved \( n \) in 10\% ternary based devices well corroborates with the increased light to current conversion of the ternary devices, whereas trap assisted recombination observed for 0\% BIT-4F-T and 20\% BIT-4F-T blends results in a reduced charge extraction. In order to quantify the transport behaviours of the binary and ternary devices, we investigate the charge carrier mobility by photo-induced charge carrier extraction by linearly increasing voltage (photo-CELIV).\(^{43}\) Photo-CELIV traces of binary and ternary solar cells (Figure S7) shows similar charge carrier mobilities in the range of \( 4-5 \times 10^{-4} \) cm\(^2\)V\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\), however, PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F
displays a broader extraction peak compared to 10% ternary, suggesting a more dispersive transport behaviour.

So far, we provide evidence of different non-geminate recombination in binary and ternary devices, we now focus on geminate recombination to understand how charge photogeneration is influenced in the ternary devices resulting in high $J_{sc}$ values. To understand this, we employ time delayed collection field (TDCF) technique to calculate the total extracted charge ($Q_{tot}$) at different pre-biased voltages.$^{44,45}$ TDCF measurements reveal that the total extracted charges for 10% BIT-4F-T ternary device are field-independent whereas in binary blends $Q_{tot}$ depicts a field-dependent behaviour (Figure S8). These results suggest that introducing only a low amount of BIT-4F-T not only improves the charge transport, but also reduces the geminate recombination of PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F system, yielding a $J_{sc}$ of 27.3 mA cm$^{-2}$ and a FF of 70% in the best devices.

To fully understand the role of this third component (BIT-4F-T) on the performance improvement, we studied the active layer microstructure by probing the crystallinity and molecular packing using grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) measurements.$^{46,47}$ Firstly, as shown in Figure 4a-c, with the binary and both the ternary samples exhibiting $\pi-\pi$ stacking peaks in the out of plane (OOP) direction, the molecular packing of both the donor moieties remain predominantly face-on oriented with respect to the substrate surface (similar to the neat films shown in supporting Figure S9).$^{29,48}$ Next, in order to understand the BIT-4F-T as a processing aid in details, we thoroughly analysed the GIWAXS data, and discerned the impact of individual component on the overall morphology. This was done by taking line-cuts from the GIWAXS patterns in the OOP direction (Figure 4d) and by assigning OOP peaks to individual components, see the supporting information for the details of the peak fit analysis.$^{49,50}$ This comprehensive analysis enabled us to separate the scattering intensity of the BIT-4F-T peak in the ternary systems, and thus, to measure the impact of BIT-4F-T on the packing motif of the donor PTB7-Th. Remarkably, we found that
not only the d-spacing of PTB7-Th (π-π stacking) decreases (Figure 4e) but also its coherence length increases (Figure 4f) when 10% BIT-4F-T was loaded to the binary system. However, in the 20% BIT-4F-T sample, the d-spacing increases slightly with a slight decrease in the coherence length, showing that the addition of BIT-4F-T is optimal in the 10%-BIT-4F-T sample. Furthermore, in order to establish a correlation between this change in the PTB7-Th π-π stacking d-spacing (and coherence length), the respective device PCEs of the binary and ternary samples are also plotted in Figure 4e, f, showing an excellent agreement. We also plotted BIT-4F-T scattering intensity versus sample (Figure S12), normalised to the binary system where the scattering intensity of the BIT-4F-T was taken to be zero. While in general all the samples exhibit mostly an amorphous nature in solid film morphology, and also comparing scattering from a three-component ternary system to a two-component binary system is not straightforward, this plot nonetheless shows that the 10% BIT-4F-T sample exhibits slightly higher scattering intensity than its 20% counterpart, revealing that 10% sample indeed offers an locally optimized para-crystalline morphology that results in the highest PCE. This is further evaluated with the analysis of the effect of BIT-4F-T loading on the IEICO-4F molecular packing. Similar to the effect of BIT-4F-T on PTB7-Th, addition of 10% BIT-4F-T decreases the π-π stacking of IEICO-4F and increases the coherence length, followed by an increase of the π-π stacking and a small decrease of the coherence length with further loading of BIT-4F-T to 20% (Figure S13). Taken together, the GIWAXS data demonstrates that BIT-4F-T acts as a solid processing-aid in the optimal blend, facilitating an increased ordering of the donor polymer and acceptor in the ternary morphology. The morphological features of blend films were also characterized via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure S14). The TEM images of the optimal ternary blend is featureless, suggesting a mixed phase in micro-scale and smooth with the root-mean-square (RMS) of 2.12 nm from AFM.
Until now, we have shown the concomitant improvement in ternary devices using a third component, BIT-4F-T, in PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F system. Encouraged by this, we incorporated BIT-4F-T (10 wt%) into various binary blends using different acceptors, namely PTB7-Th:PC$_{71}$BM, PTB7-Th:IEICO, PTB7-Th:IEICO-4Cl. The molecular structures of the acceptors are depicted in Figure S15-S17. As shown in Figure 5a-5c and Table S3-S5, the PCE of all ternary blends were improved from 9.09% to 10.3%, 5.58% to 6.58% and from 10.2% to 11.7% in PTB7-Th:PC$_{71}$BM, PTB7-Th:IEICO, PTB7-Th:IEICO-4Cl, respectively. These improvements are consistent with the ones observed in PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F blend, strongly supporting the general applicability of BIT-4F-T serving as an efficient third component to improve the photovoltaic performance, including fullerene and non-fullerene OSCs.

To move the organic photovoltaics field forward, highly efficient devices should retain their performances when different stress tests are applied. For this reason, we tested the photovoltaic performance of the best ternary blends with respect to their binary counterparts as a function of time under light (1 sun illumination, N$_2$), thermal stress (80 degrees °C, N$_2$) and shelf-life in nitrogen conditions (Figure 6a-c). More details of all photovoltaic parameters ($J_{sc}$, $V_{oc}$ and FF) as a function of time for binary and ternary solar cells are plotted in Figure S18-20. We exposed the binary and ternary devices at operating condition (AM1.5 radiation to illumination 100 mW cm$^{-2}$) for more than 500 hours (Figure 6a). A severe burn-in, referred to large PCE drop in the first 50 hours of light exposure, is observed. After, ternary devices retained over 60% of their initial performance for 500 hours. In contrast, the binary devices performance is reduce to 50% of their initial values. In addition, we also tested the shelf-lifetime (dark, room temperature, nitrogen atmosphere) and thermal-stability (dark, 80 °C, nitrogen atmosphere) for more than 20 days. As presented in Figure 6b and c, after 480 hours, the ternary devices retain 85% of their initial performance, whereas binary devices
performances retain < 80% of their initial value. These stability measurements suggest that
the addition of BIT-4F-T to PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F blend not only improves photovoltaic
performance but also has a synergistic benefit on both storage lifetime and photo-stability,
which demonstrates a significant advantage for practical applications of our ternary system.

Conclusion

In conclusion, a general design strategy for efficient ternary solar cells is highlighted
using a dual acting third component small molecule donor BIT-4F-T. We find that adding
10% BIT-4F-T increases the absorption window of the photoactive layers due to its
complementary absorption. Hole only devices exhibit that BIT-4F-T contributes to the
photocurrent via hole transfer to PTB7-Th. Moreover, BIT-4F-T also functions as a
processing-aid in the ternary systems, increasing the overall volume fraction of the highly
ordered region, and thus, improves the charge generation and transport. This dual sensitizer
and processing aid character of BIT-4F-T along with interface engineering yields 14% ternary
PTB7-Th:BIT-4F-T:IEICO-4F devices with $J_{sc}$ of 27.3 mA cm$^{-2}$ and FF of 70.9%. The unique
behaviour of BIT-4F-T is also proven with other SMA ternary solar cells as well as fullerene
based devices, which demonstrates the novelty of this small molecule donor to realize high
efficiency ternary solar cells. Overall, our results reveal a guideline for a D$_2$ moiety that can
be used for improving all the photovoltaic parameters simultaneously in ternary devices. This
strategy would pave a way to develop device architectures for commercially viable organic
photovoltaics.
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Figure 1. a) Schematic of the inverted solar cell architecture used in this study. b) Chemical structures of the components forming the photoactive layer. c) Normalized absorbance profiles of the components depicted in (b).

Figure 2. a) Absorption coefficient for binary PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F and ternary PTB7-Th:BIT-4F-T:IEICO-4F blends with 10% and 20% BIT-4F-T addition b) Current density – voltage (J-V) characteristics at 1 sun equivalent illumination of the devices, c) External quantum efficiency (EQE) and integrated photocurrent measured for the corresponding devices in (b) and d) ΔEQE for 10% and 20% BIT-4F-T ternary blends with respect to the binary PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F device.

Figure 3. a) Current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the bilayer hole-only device based on ITO/PEDOT/BIT-4F-T/PTB7-Th/MoOx/Ag; b) Open circuit voltage as a function of light intensity for the binary PTB7-Th:IEICO-4F, PTB7-Th:BIT-4F-T:IEICO-4F (10% BIT-4F-T) and PTB7-Th:BIT-4F-T:IEICO-4F (10% BIT-4F-T) devices; c) Photocurrent density vs effective voltage for the same devices depicted in b); d) charge extraction measurements for binary and ternary devices.

Figure 4. a-c) 2D Grazing incident wide-angle X-ray scattering, GIWAXS patterns of the 0, 10 and 20% BIT-4F-T samples, respectively; d) 1D GIWAXS line-cuts of the samples in the out of plane (OOP) direction (graphs are offset for clarity); e) OOP π-π stacking d-spacing and f) coherence length of PTB7-Th versus samples along with their respective device PCEs (blue spheres), showing an excellent agreement between the increased ordering and their PV performances.
Figure 5. The binary and ternary devices of PTB7-Th: PC$_{71}$BM system (b); the binary and ternary devices of PTB7-Th:IEICO system (c); the binary and ternary devices of PTB7-Th:IEICO-4Cl system (d).

Figure 6. Stability of 0% BIT-4F-T (binary) and 10% BIT-4F-T (ternary) devices. a, Photostability of binary and ternary solar cells (nitrogen atmosphere, under constant AM1.5G illumination at 1 sun, room temperature) for 500 hours. b, Shelf storage lifetime (dark, nitrogen atmosphere, room temperature) comparison of binary and ternary system for 20 days. c, Shelf storage lifetime (dark, 80 °C, nitrogen atmosphere) comparison of binary and ternary system for 20 days.